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NEWFOR 2021!

For faster swingers who want distance through faster ball
speeds, low spin and trajectory control

For players who want distance through faster ball speeds and
consistency across the face in the form of forgiveness and
stability

For golfers who want distance while reducing their slice or
creating a draw

RADSPEED DRIVERS $599.99

 
RADSPEED XB 'Xtreme Back' DRIVER $599.99

RADSPEED XD 'Xtreme Draw' DRIVERS $599.99 

 
 Features a traditional shape with a balance of front and back Radial

Weighting to deliver ultra-low spin with high launch and forgiveness.

The Big Tour 3-wood features a slightly oversized profile, and a
stronger loft setting, making it the fastest and lowest-spinning fairway
in the lineup

Delivering precision and increasing the zone of maximum ball speed,
forgiveness and maximum slice correction power.

RADSPEED FAIRWAY $349.99

 
RADSPEED BIG TOUR and TOUR FAIRWAY $349.99

 
RADSPEED DRAW FAIRWAY $349.99

With a name inspired by its key
innovative technology, Radial Weighting,
the entire line is aimed at maximizing
performance for the full spectrum of
players through optimized weighting 
and an array of advanced technologies.

COBRA Golf has leveled up
to “RAD” speed with its new
family of metalwoods and
irons, the KING RADSPEED!



EPIC SPEED - OUR FASTEST EPIC DRIVER - $699.99
This new structure is designed to enhance horizontal and torsional stability to promote an
increase in ball speeds across the face. promotes maximum speed, forgiveness and spin

robustness.
 

EPIC MAX - OUR MOST FORGIVING EPIC DRIVER - $699.99
Epic MAX creates exceptionally high forgiveness, starting with a lighter, stronger Triaxial

Carbon material that saves over 19 grams of weight vs. titanium. Promote s a tighter
downrange dispersion that leads to straighter drives.

 
EPIC MAX LS - FAST BALL SPEED + LOW SPIN + HIGH  MOI - $699.99

The MAX LS is the most fade capable driver in the Epic family, and Adjustable Perimeter
Weighting provides up to 13 yards of shot shape correction to fine tune ball flight.

Combined with ultra-high MOI, the MAX LS provides a unique lower spin option for mid-to
low-handicappers.

EPIC MAX  Fairway $399.99- Enhanced
Forgiveness From an Oversized Max Shape +

Adjustable Weighting

NEW

FOR 2021! 
Our high strength C300 Miraging Steel provides
outstanding strength and flexibility while the
Face Cup provides speed and spin consistency
across the face.

EPIC SPEED Fairway $399.99
More Speed + Forgiveness +
Fast, Penetrating Ball Flight

The oversized head combines with a shallow face to make
Epic MAX fairways extremely easy to launch. Launch and
spin are tunable using 2 & 14g weights. Use the heavy
weight in the rear for more forgiveness, or use the heavy
weight in the front for lower launch and spin.



TSi2 DRIVER $749.99 - PURE DISTANCE
For players seeking incredible speed and accuracy across the

entire surface of the face.
Head Size: 460ccAvailable

Lofts: 9.0°, 10.0°, 11.0°
 

TSi3 DRIVER - DYNAMIC DISTANCE
For players who create consistent contact and require more

precise control over CG placement.
Head Size: 460ccAvailable

Lofts: 8.0°, 9.0°, 10.0°
 

TSi2 FAIRWAY $399.99 - PURE PERFORMANCE
For players seeking incredible speed and accuracy across the

entire face.
Head Size: 175ccAvailable

Lofts: 13.5°, 15°, 16.5°, 18°, 21° (RH Only)
 

TSi3 FAIRWAY - DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
For players who desire incredible speed with more precise flight

control.
Head Size: 175ccAvailable

Lofts: 13.5° (RH Only), 15°, 16.5°, 18° (RH Only)

NEWFOR 2021!

New Face. New Possibilities.
 

Faster In The Air. Faster At Impact.
 

Multi-Dimensional Stability.
 

Performance-Tuned Adjustability.
 

Featured Shafts.
 

Premium Shafts.



SIM 2 DRIVER  - $699.99
The lightweight panel is strategically angled to improve aerodynamics
at the most critical phase of the swing for faster clubhead speeds. We
journeyed beyond tradition to bring you power, speed and forgiveness

in a low spin driver.
 

SIM MAX DRIVER - $699.99
Forming a driver built for forgiveness and power, designed to give you
the confidence to take on any tee shot. The reconstructed SIM2 Max

delivers high MOI with a heavy 24g tungsten weight positioned on the
Inertia Generator.

 
SIM 2 MAX D - $699.99

The reconstructed SIM2 Max•D features a repositioned Inertia
Generator that’s closer to the heel, encouraging a heel CG that’s low
and back for more forgiveness. The end result, a draw-biased driver
without compromise. We moved additional weight to the rear of the

club to encourage higher MOI and optimal launch properties.

NEW

FOR 2021!

EXPECT HIGHER LAUNCH Multi-material
construction and efficient weight distribution
on the sole of the club deliver ultra-low CG
for explosive distance, a high launching ball

flight and low spin.
 

VERSATILITY ON THE TEE & OFF THE TURF
V Steel is a modern classic. Refined weight
distribution delivers enhanced forgiveness

while maintaining optimal launch properties.
It stays true to its heritage by reducing friction

at impact for improved turf interaction and
versatility.

BUILDING ON THE BEST We’ve taken all the
elements that made SIM fairway a leader in distance

and added a new level of forgiveness. Improved
weight distribution delivers pinpoint CG projection
for enhanced MOI and launch properties. A more

compact 170cc head increases workability and gives
it a Tour-preferred look at address.

 
THE PATHWAY TO DISTANCE & ACCURACY

Premium materials for premium performance. Ultra-
strong but flexible ZATECH Titanium allows for a

hotter launch and when paired with Twist Face®, the
corrective face curvature designed to give everyone
straighter shots on mis-hits, expect better distance

and accuracy.

SIM 2 FAIRWAYS (MAX, MAX D) - $399.99 - $529.99



Z X 7 DRIVER -  PROJECT X HZRDUS SMOKE
BLACK SHAFT $699.99

The ZX7 is purpose-built to put you in control. Hosel
adjustments and weight calibration give serious players

the ability to dial in their play and take things to the
next level. It’s the control you want with the power you

demand.

NEWFOR 2021!

ZX  FAIRWAY
Designed to give you confidence from the deck and the tee box alike,
the ZX Fairway Woods feature the Cannon Sole for an optimal center

of gravity plus increased ball speed. Your favorite par 5 has been
warned. Designed to give you confidence from the deck and the tee

box alike, the ZX Fairway Woods feature the Cannon Sole for an
optimal center of gravity plus increased ball speed. Your favorite par 5

has been warned.
Available IN:

PROJECT X EVENFLOW RIPTIDE SHAFT - $329.99
PROJECT X HZRDUS SMOKE BLACK SHAFT - $349.99

 
 

ZX HYBRID
Fast. Forgiving. Full of power. When you consider that ZX Hybrids

feature all of the above while maintaining a sharp look at address, it’s
clear they’ll quickly become your newest favorite.

Z X 5 DRIVER - 649.99
PROJECT X HZRDUS SMOKE BLACK SHAFT

PROJECT X EVENFLOW RIPTIDE SHAFT
Gain total confidence with the all-new Srixon ZX5 Driver. Featuring

Srixon’s new Rebound Frame Technology, the ZX5 Driver focuses your
energy into the golf ball for incredible speed and distance. The new ZX5
Driver from Srixon is ideal for straight drives that launch high and carry

far.
 



 

G425 MAX DRIVER - $699.99
G425 MAX elevates the moment of inertia to PING’s highest level in history. Forgiveness comes mainly
from a 26-gram tungsten movable weight, made possible by weight savings from advancements in the

driver’s dragonfly crown technology. The CG-shifting weight can be set in neutral, draw or fade. A
T9S+ forged face increases flexing for adding distance. Available in 9°, 10.5° and 12°.

 
G425 LST DRIVER - $699.99

The LST model is designed with a pear-shaped, 445cc head to greatly reduce spin, a benefit for
faster-swing-speed players. A proprietary T9S+ forged face accelerates face flexing for more

distance. The head employs a 17-gram CG shifter with Draw, Neutral, Fade settings to fit your swing
and desired ball flight. Available in 9° and 10.5°.

 
G425 SFT DRIVER - $699.99

The draw-biased SFT model (Straight-Flight Technology) is engineered to bring shots back on-line and
into the fairway. A fixed 23-gram tungsten weight shifts the CG closer to the heel to accentuate
right-to-left shot bend (RH golfers) compared to the G425 Max. The proprietary T9S+ forged face

increases flexing and helps add distance. Available in 10.5°.

NEW

FOR 2021!

G425 MAX FAIRWAY In the G425 fairways and hybrids, two shared PING innovations known as
Facewrap™ and Spinsistency™ combine to deliver more distance and spin predictability for

carrying trouble and hitting greens. A tungsten sole weight increases the MOI in the stainless steel
heads for added forgiveness. MAX available in 3W, 5W, 7W, 9W.

 
6425 LST FAIRWAY A smaller head and the placement of a tungsten weight position the CG to
reduce spin with a flatter, lower-launching trajectory. Two PING innovations, Spinsistency™ and

Facewrap™, create more speed and consistent spin, especially low on the face, for added distance
to carry trouble and hit more greens. Available in 3W.

 
G425 SFT FAIRWAY A larger head and heel-side CG increase forgiveness and promote a right-to-

left shot bend for RH golfers for straighter results. Two PING innovations, Spinsistency™ and
Facewrap™, combine to create more speed and consistent spin, especially low on the face, for

added distance to carry trouble and hit more greens. Available in 3W, 5W, 7W.


